
 
 

On the �ature of Condition on Extraction out of Argument Ellipsis Site 

 
0. Snapshot: This paper investigates the nature of the condition in (1) through the comparative 
syntax of Japanese and Catalan Sign Language. The close scrutiny reveals that (1) holds only 
when the extraction operation involved is Japanese-type scrambling, and this conclusion 
provides further credence to its unique property; it is “semantically vacuous” movement that 
does not form an Operator-Variable relation (Saito 1989, et. seq.). 
(1)     Condition on Extraction out of Argument Ellipsis Site (CEAES)   

   Extraction out of Argument Ellipsis site is prohibited in languages that allow null   
   arguments that are derived via the ellipsis strategy.  (Shinohara 2006, Saito 2007) 

 
1. Issue: Two prominent properties of Japanese syntax are (i) free word order and (ii) null 
arguments. (i) is often due to scrambling (Saito 1989), and (ii) can be derived via the ellipsis 
strategy known as Argument Ellipsis (AE) which is often based on the availability of the sloppy 
reading (Oku 1998, Saito 2007, a.o.). The intriguing fact is that the combination of the two can 
be constrained, as first discovered by Shinohara (2006). Although the AE of CP argument is 
possible (2), it becomes impossible when scrambling takes place out of CP targeted for AE (3), 
which substantiates (1). 
(2)     [Ken-wa  [CP  Mari-ga(/jibun-no oya-ga)   hon-o     katta   to]  itta]  shi,  (Saito 2007: 

    K.-TOP      M.-NOM/self’s parents-NOM  book-ACC  bought C  said and  (15))   
   [Jen-mo  [CP e] itta.   ‘[Ken said [CP that Mari(/his parents) bought a book]], and   
    J.-FOC        said    [Jen  said  [CP that Mari(/his/her parents) bought a book], too.’   

(3)    * [Hon-oi     Ken-wa  [CP  Mari-ga   ti  katta   to]  itta]  shi,             (Saito 2007: 
    book-ACC  K.-TOP     M.-NOM    bought C  said and             (16)&(17))   
   [hon-o(/CD-o)     Jen-mo  [CP e] itta]. ‘[a booki, Ken said [CP that Mari bought ti]], and 
    book-ACC/CD-ACC J.-FOC        said   [a bookj(/CDj), Jen said [CP that she bought tj]].’ 

 
2. Shinohara 2006 and Saito 2007: Extending Shinohara’s (2006) analysis, Saito (2007) 
argues that the LF-copying analysis of AE explains the ungrammaticality of (3), given the 
semantically vacuous property of Japanese-type scrambling. At LF, a phrase preposed by 
scrambling is put back at its initial position, and hence when LF-copying applies to the second 
conjunct in (3), as in (4), this yields the illegitimate output as it involves two instance of the 
object that is intended to be licensed by the embedded verb. 
(4)    * [hon-o(/CD-o)      Jen-mo  [CP  Mari-ga   hon-o     katta   to]  itta].    (Saito 2007: 

    book-ACC/CD-ACC  J.-FOC      M.-NOM  book-ACC  bought C  said     (25))   
   ‘[a book(/CD), Jen said [CP that Mari bought a book]].’   

 
3. Quer and Rosseló 2013: Quer and Rosseló (Q&R) 2013, however, cast doubts on the LF-
copying analysis. Their argument is based on Catalan Sign Language (llengua de signes catalane 
(LSC)). According to them, LSC is akin to Japanese in that the null arguments can be derived via 
the AE strategy allowing the sloppy reading. Their crucial observation is that apparently parallel 

cases to the ungrammatical sequence in Japanese (3) are nevertheless grammatical in LSC (5). 
     ________t                                _____t       (Q&R 2013:p.348, (16))  
(5)     [IXa BOOKi JUAN SQUEAL [PEDRO STEAL ti]],  [IXb CDj MARÍA ALSO SQUEAL [CP e]].  

    ‘[The booki, Juan squealed [CP that Pedro had stolen ti]] and [the CDj, María squealed   
    [CP that he had stolen tj]], too.’      [‘__t’ indicates the phrase beneath it is topicalized.]  

 



 
 

4. Takahashi 2012: Takahashi (2012), on independent grounds, casts doubts on the CEAES 
(1). One of his arguments is based on the following grammatical example (6) which involves 

clefting out of AE site. Given that clefting involves extraction (note that the standard analyses of 
derivation of clefting in Japanese involves A’-movement, be it the “null operator movement” 
analysis (Hoji 1987) or the “focus movement + remnant movement” analysis (Hiraiwa and 
Ishihara (H&I) 2012)), (6) challenges the validity of the CEAES (1). 
(6)    [Ken-ga  [CP  Mari-ga   ti  detekita   to]  shogenshita]-no-wa  kono biru-karai  da-shi,   

    K.-NOM     M.-NOM    came.out  C  testified-C-TOP      this building-from be-and   
   [Jen-ga   [CP e] shogenshita]-no-wa  ano biru-karaj     da.   
    J.-NOM        testified-C-TOP      that building-from be   (Takahashi 2012:p.4, (14))   
   ‘It was [from this building]i  [that Ken testified  [CP that Mari came out ti]], and   
    it was  [from that building]j  [that Jen  testified  [CP that Mari came out tj]].’   

 
5. Solution: The close scrutiny, however, reveals that the LF-copying can indeed account for 
the differences in the applicability of (1). The crucial point is the differences in the type of 

extraction involved. While the ungrammatical (3) involves scrambling, the grammatical (5) and 
(6) involve topicalization (which is noted by Q&R (2013:p.348, fn.11)) and clefting, respectively. 
On the plausible assumption that topicalization in LSC and clefting in Japanese is an ordinary A’-
movement that involves the formation of Operator-Variable relation (Hoji 1987, H&I 2012, a.o.), 
these movement crucially differ from Japanese-type scrambling since the latter is well-known for 
not forming an Operator-Variable relation. Thus, unlike scrambling, for topicalization and 
clefting, its initial site is converted as a Variable at LF. So when LF-copying takes place, what 
gets copied contains a Variable which can be assigned a proper interpretation by the Operator 
without causing any illegitimate LF interpretation. The relevant legitimate LF structure for 
topicalization in LSC (5) is represented in (7), and clefting in Japanese (6) is in (8). These differ 
from scrambling in Japanese (3) which leaves behind a full-fledged copy (4), but not a Variable. 
(7)     [[The book](Op)i,  Juan   squealed [CP that Pedro had stolen Vbli]] and    [Vbl=Variable] 

    [[The CD](Op)j,   María  squealed [CP that Pedro had stolen Vblj]], too.’   
(8)    It was [from this building](Op)i  that Ken testified [CP that Mari came out Vbli].   

   It was [from that building](Op)j  that Jen  testified [CP that Mari came out Vblj].   
 
6. Conclusion: Through the comparative study of Japanese and LSC, I have argued both the LF- 
copying analysis of AE and the CEAES (1) is indeed viable, provided that the extraction that makes 
AE impossible is Japanese-type scrambling which does not form an Operator-Variable relation. 
(1’)     Condition on Extraction out of Argument Ellipsis Site (CEAES)  [revised] 

   Extraction out of Argument Ellipsis site is prohibited in languages that allow null   
   arguments that are derived via the ellipsis strategy when extraction involved is   

   movement that does not form an Operator-Variable relation   

   (e.g., Japanese-type scrambling).  
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<Examples and figures were interspersed for readability. The text is within one page.> 


